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Once there was a snowflake called Snowy. Snowy lived up in the clouds along with many other snowflakes. They all had six pointed sides yet they looked different from each other like people on the earth. There was a dust particle in the belly of Snowy, as the temperature went down, the dust particle began to freeze and turned into an ice crystal. Snowy bumped around in the clouds and got bigger and heavier.
One day he heard an announcement on the radio that it was time to leave the clouds. Snowy got terrified. He thought those clouds were his home and he will tumble around with his friends forever.
Snowy was gloomy when his friend Crystal came along. Crystal asked Snowy what was wrong. Snowy replied, “I am not excited about leaving the cloud home”. Crystal said, “It was going to be fine; we’ll have a mirthful dance upon leaving the cloud home. We’ll swirl in circles or sideways if the wind was excited and decided to join in our party and then we’ll embrace the ground down below”.
Crystal also mentioned that their fall will bring joy in the life of so many kids who were looking forward to them as they will be celebrating the snow day. Those kids will probably roll us into a ball or a snowman.
Crystal continued, “Later, we’ll melt when the bright sunlight touches our face, and we’ll slither into a creek. The creek will take us to the river and the sun will turn us into water vapors and lift us up. This will bring us back to our cloud home. We may not look all fluffy but we’ll get to meet here in our abode before we take a plunge again”. Snowy calmed down knowing his presence was so important for earth and was ready to take this new step in his life.